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The Greeks, surpassing all men in their natural genius,
first appropriated most of these tales, then dramatized
them colorfully with additional ornaments, intending

to beguile with the pleasures of myths, they embellished
them in all sorts of ways. Thence Hesiod and the famous

poets of the cyclic epics made their own versions and
excerpts of Theogonies and Gigantomachies and Titanomachies,
which they circulated and thus defeated the truth. Our ears

have over the centuries become accustomed to and
prejudiced by their fabrications; they defend the mythology

they receive as a sacred trust. . . which, having been
wrought over time, has made its hold inescapable,

so that the truth appears to be nonsense,
and an illegitimate tale, truth.

—Sanchuniathon, from the writings of Philo of Byblos:
Eusebius, Praeparatio Evangelica

1.10.40
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PREFACE

A Reader's Guide and an
Author's Apologia

SCHOLAR, LIKE A GENTLEMAN, should never apologize or explain; this book ex-
cuses both gestures, as a courtesy to the general reader as well as the specialist.

Before I emphasize some lessons of an already didactic text, my first apology
is to Daidalos himself. The definitive work on his life and afterlife still remains to be
written: he deserves, among other tributes, a lavishly illustrated assembly of his ap-
pearances in Western art (in the tradition of Nikolaos Yalouris's Pegasus: The Art of the
Legend, published by Mobil Oil Hellas in 1975). Unlike such a book, this one purports
to span multiple millennia and media, presents a curious mixture of close textual anal-
ysis with a selective survey of the archaeological evidence, speculates freely on mythol-
ogy, etymology, and iconography, and recasts some dates and purposes of classical art.
To combine the first chapters (in full ignorance of Semitic languages) with a detailed
analysis of classical literature and art defies traditional divisions in professional special-
ties and competence.

I will defend some indulgences, in the Sokratic manner, from autobiography. I
worked my way into Hellenism from the East, having excavated in Israel and Turkey
before I ever saw Greece. When I finally did in 1978, I had just witnessed an unusual
doctoral dissertation at Harvard University: "Greek Geometric Pottery in the East: The
Chronological Implications," by Diane (Daniela) Saltz of the Department of Near East-
ern Languages and Civilizations. Thanks to her obstinacy and her insights, I first saw
early Iron Age Greece through Levantine eyes; she convinced me, in word, deed, and
prose, that answers lay East. Her brilliant analysis of sites like Al Mina also introduced
me to the perils of modern politics and persuasions, to the sad modern fate of the Phoe-
nicians, and to the courage necessary to tackle these problems. I was fortunate to have
an equivalent muse at the end of my odyssey in Patricia Bikai, an expert on the unhappy
fate of the ancient and modern Phoenicians. I thank her not only for reading unman-
ageable drafts of Part II, but for her warmth, support, and insight.

On the professional side, my curiosity about the ancient Near East deepened during
my doctoral venture into the Orientalizing period (published as The Black and White Style:
see bibliography) but was hardly satisfied. Frustration as well as fascination led me to
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this investigation, neither a history of early Greek art, nor a biography of Daidalos, but
a critical examination of a legend with roots in the East and of its fate in Greek hands.
My aim was to explore first the Oriental component in those periods and genres it once
fertilized and then its deliberate disarticulation in the classical period. The figure who
gave his name to a century of Orientalizing art is more than just a convenient and poetic
patron for such an investigation. The formation of his legend took place during early
Greek contact and cohabitation with Levantines, which gave Greece an Oriental flavor,
including an image of a craftsman with Near Eastern qualities. Later, his personality,
like that of Kadmos, became progressively more Hellenized, eventually integrated into
"native" dynasties of legendary kings. His repatriation demonstrates how classical
Greek cities transformed traditions to suit an evolving historical consciousness, inau-
gurating a new phase of Greek myth and its uses. His fate recapitulates the progress of
Greek art and thought in relation to the East, exemplifies an important pattern in Greek
intellectual history, and lends insight for understanding similar configurations, espe-
cially in early Greek poetry and archaeology. In the last three chapters, the reader may
lose track of Daidalos but should keep an eye on his fate: his transformation reflects
such profound changes in Greek art and thought after the Persian wars in Athens in so
many media that the scope of Part IV should explain itself. The nature of the break
between pre-Persian and classical Greece, however artificial in historical periodization,
cannot be overestimated at the intellectual, philosophical level. The accident of history
that left Greece, and Athens, in a position of superiority determined much historical
speculation thereafter, including the birth of the idea of Europe. In this classical restruc-
turing of fragments of the past, Daidalos and his original world emerged in diffracted
but informative illumination. Because these historical reorientations involve works of
art occupying critical points in the chronology of Greek art, I have tried to suggest a
number of threads of history to guide the scholarly community out of today's labyrinth,
the stylistic chronology of late archaic and early classical Greek art. Hence my retracing
of familiar ground in the late sixth and early fifth centuries, an attempt to elicit new
arrangements of the evidence by other scholars, free of the acrimony now dominating
the subject.

To admit that Daidalos is largely a literary creation, with a biography embroidered in
classical and later periods (the subject of Part III), is hardly news. Most investigations
have proceeded either "genetically" toward a diachronic synthesis of anecdotes and
attributions that assumes a single, coherent tradition, or have synchronized his phases
with contemporary art, to correlate "his" achievements with actual developments. Both
methods have assumed two figures, a "mythical" and a "historical" Daidalos, and
struggled to synthesize Panhellenic and local traditions in Athens and Crete, Greece
and Italy, into a plausible stemma, as it were, of his testimonia. Instead, the very incon-
sistencies in the legends of Daidalos reward scrutiny, as they reveal the evolution of
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Greek attitudes toward art and history. When the contradictions become the object of
study rather than their obstacle, through a synoptic view of sources and art in a se-
quence of synchronic contexts, the results are fruitful and fascinating. Daidalos himself
emerges as a movable beast, a creature most natural to the habitat of Greek myth. Born
in an epic simile with enigmatic adjectives for parents, he was overshadowed by them
for centuries. Dramatic changes in Greek art and life helped rediscover him and adapted
him happily to far more numerous accomplishments than his poetic origins promised.
Every feat claimed for him illuminates those occasions and attitudes that sponsored it,
particular to a specific Greek city or tradition. It still remains to encourage the abandon-
ment of the "historical sculptor" of the archaic period, enlisted to bolster ancient and
modern theories of early Greek art. The fiction of a Cretan sculptor and teacher, if not
father, of early Cretan artists conceals a convergence of prehistoric and Oriental ele-
ments beneath a classicizing perspective that arranges early Greek history into antece-
dents of classical art. The role of Athens in determining his classical persona is particu-
larly vivid, and emerges in a close analysis of the intellectual atmosphere that succeeded
victory over Persia (Part IV). Viewed under these conditions, each phase in the evolu-
tion of Daidalos reveals contemporary priorities in Greek art and its appreciation, and
their collected sequence follows the prehistory of Greek art criticism and historiography.

The structure of this book has a point. In each of the two parts, the literature on
Daidalos relevant to his archaic and classical personae (Parts I and III) is followed by a
detailed exploration of the historical and archaeological background to each set of testi-
monia (Parts II and IV). This order documents my icrropit] and where it led me, but
the results of my research could be read in different sequences, beginning with the
insights I struggled to extract from years of analysis. This arrangement also demon-
strates why each section goes unexplained without the other, a pedagogical, even po-
lemical, strategy to integrate archaeology and philology, and advocate an interdiscipli-
nary approach to the study of Greek history. In extant studies, the legend of Daidalos
has already been deconstructed since the nineteenth century, and most recently and
sensibly by Philipp, just as tragedy was newly analyzed for its barbarians by Hall, but
such studies confine themselves to literature. This book asks that art inspire related
disciplines to rethink Greece's relationship with the Orient, that philologists avail them-
selves more frequently of the rich banquet in the visual arts and share their own fare
with historians and archaeologists, overcoming barriers of increasing specialization.

Another hope is to reunite prehistory and classical Greece as aspects of one culture.
Greater minds have traced Greek art and culture to its Oriental roots, and pioneers like
Frederik Poulsen and V. Gordon Childe are only absent from references because their
influence is implicit. But more recent studies remain isolated within disciplines and con-
fined to the Bronze or the Iron Age, with rare convergences. Those by Kantor and Smith
concentrated on Bronze Age artistic motifs (now updated by Janice Crowley's The Ae-
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gean and the East, Jonsered, 1989); however thorough, they omit more profound
traditions in religion and literature, exchanged in the same "international age" and
which lasted into the first millennium. Research on the Iron Age, including Burkert's
remarkable integration of history, literature, and religion in his study of Near Eastern
influence on Greece, confines itself to the parameters of Assyrian expansion, while ar-
chaeology now emphasizes much earlier contacts. A Levantine orientation in Greek cul-
ture transcended two or more phases and was a constant component of life in the Ae-
gean. When united under one lens, prehistoric archaeology offers much in method to
scholars of archaic and literary culture, while later phases of interaction made more
vivid through the witness of texts can shed light on the silence of earlier years. The case
of Daidalos becomes a welcome excuse for integrating periods as well as disciplines
artificially and professionally separated.

The most important thing I learned from this book was how modern attitudes shape
our view of the past, often blatantly in questions of cross-cultural contact, where they
form a major impediment to understanding intimacy between East and West. Ancient
and modern preoccupations with ethnicity, often specific to political and historical sit-
uations, easily turn innocent or convenient classifications of material and cultural evi-
dence into racial properties. An attitude recognized as "Orientalism" has encouraged
qualitative distinctions between cultural factors in a contest of rival claims. This ap-
proach involves not only "a style of thought based upon an ontological and epistemo-
logical distinction" between East and West but "a Western style for dominating, restruc-
turing and having authority over the Orient," as defined by Said (Orientalism, 2-3).
Bernal's analysis of the origins of classical scholarship (Black Athena, the first of four
volumes on "The Afro-Asiatic Roots of Classical Civilization") blames modern Euro-
pean nationalism and anti-Semitism for the suppression of the Oriental contribution to
Greek culture. Other factors contributed, some of them ancient; this book demonstrates
how Bernal's "Aryan model" began in the fifth century, after the Persian wars, and not
in modern Europe, such that the object of study—classical culture—already determined
the mode of approach, long before the eighteenth century. A measure of prejudice re-
mains traditional in modern studies of the Near East and in the field of classics itself:
but an attitude toward classical antiquity somewhere between self-congratulation and
self-flagellation can be found. As the pendulum swings in modern history from em-
bracing to rejecting Oriental influence, it remains remarkable how different from its
Eastern neighbors the Greek mind was—the forest that I hope does not disappear in
the trees of this investigation.
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C H A P T E R 1

Craft and Craftsmen in
Epic Poetry

N ILIAD 18.592, Daidalos makes not only his first appearance in the Greek imagination,
but also his only one in the corpus of Homeric poetry. Thus he is born as a hapax
legomenon occasioned by a simile, the weakest of links for any epic phenomenon.

Given the importance of this passage for his existence, a close examination of its context
and epic associations is fundamental to explaining him in the context of poetic lan-
guage.1 His name requires reference to the epic corpus of "daidalic" words, since he
obviously bears one of those redende Namen bestowed on other Homeric craftsmen and
personifies specific qualities manifest elsewhere in cognates. Thus he keeps company
with TSKTCOV ("the builder"), 'AP/AOVI'STJS ("the joiner"), and perhaps even Homer him-
self, all names for artists derived from their activity.2

An extensive family of words in the Homeric poems derives from a root of undeter-
mined meaning, *8aX reduplicated as 8at8aX- to produce primarily adjectives (8m8a-
Aeos, 8ca8a\6si<;, Tro\v8ai8ako<;); less frequently a neuter noun, used only in the plu-
ral (8aL8a\a), twice a verb in the present participle (8m8a\\(i>v), and, last but not least,
Aai'SaAos himself.3 The etymology of its root remains unknown: Indo-European
sources (*del-) and Semitic *dal- (as in 8eA.ro?, "writing tablet") have both been pro-
posed, but neither demonstrates an independent connection with its epic manifesta-
tions.4 No ancient usage that does not derive from its original epic context can be at-
tested for any versions of the words. In poetry they describe, represent, or personify
objects of intricate and expensive craftsmanship; expressions such as "well crafted,"

1 According to principles and methods articulated 2 Eckstein, ArchHom II: L, 1—22, on Homeric crafts-
by Leumann, Homerische Worter, and Benveniste, men; Lacroix, "Ikmalios"; Nagy, Best of the Achaeans,
Problemes de linguistique generate, 289-90: "Le sens 299-̂ 300; Hoekstra, Epic Verse before Homer, 58-59, on
d'une forme linguistique se definit par la totality de redende Namen as individual invention,
ses emplois, par leur distribution et par les types de 3 Frontisi-Ducroux, Didale, 29-34, for forms and
liaisons qui en resultent." Cf. Householder and distribution.
Nagy, Greek: A Survey of Recent Work, chap. 1; 4 Chantraine, Dictionnaire itymologique, 246, s.v.
A. Dihle, "Leumann's Homerische Worter und die SaiSdXAa> etc., prefers the former. Cf. Lexikon des
Sprache der mundlichen Dichtung," Glotta 48 (1970) Fruhgriechischen Epos, fasc. 10, ed. E.-M. Vogt (Gottin-
1-7; A. Heubeck, "Zum Problem der homerischen gen, 1982), 195-96, s.v. SaiSaX.609.
Kunstsprache," MH 38 (1981) 65-80.
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"intricately worked," or "skillfully wrought" satisfy their meaning, encouraged by two
instances as a verb for the activity of a craftsman at work. All ancient glosses and mod-
ern understanding of these words can be traced to their epic occurrences, which lend
them meaning but also derive their narrative significance from them.

A survey of epic SaiSaka in terms of metrical, syntactical, and thematic distribution
reveals far greater powers of connotation than specific denotation. The most common
form of these words in poetry is in adjectives; they account for twenty-eight of thirty-
six appearances throughout the Iliad and Odyssey. Their morphology, identified by the
-eos suffix, makes them material- or Stoffadjective, albeit of unfamiliar Stoff.5 Neither po-
sition nor distribution of these adjectives shows them to be traditional epithets fixed in
a metrical formula; they represent morphological units of greater flexibility within the
technique of composition.6 Since their greatest concentration is in the Iliad, and the artist
himself is introduced in that poem, it forms an appropriate departure for this quest for
Daidalos.

The most frequent manifestations of this word family involve armor, the man-made
barrier between warrior and weapon, and often the outfit accompanying a hero into
death and glory—hence their concentration in the narrative of the battlefield rather than
in the Odyssey, an epic of return, where SatSdXeo? never describes armor. Nor is it
surprising to find eight out of twenty-eight occurrences in the Iliad clustered in Book 18,
devoted to the armor and arming of the best of the Achaeans, Achilles.

Most frequently qualified as 8at8d\eo<; (five times, of which four are 7roXv8ai8aXos)
is the 0ft>pT}£ or cuirass, an outfit once rejected as a historical anachronism until archae-
ology confirmed its Bronze Age existence.7 Paris (Iliad 3.358), Menelaos (4.136), Hektor
(7.252), Diomedes (8.195) and Odysseus (11.436) are all endangered, at a moment in
battle, by an arrow or spear that strikes them:

Kcd Star flwptjKOS TTo\v8ca8akov T/ptypeio-To.

and pierced through their much-decorated cuirass.

The practical assembly of armor in each of these passages has troubled scholars, who
wonder how to wear dwpri^, fiirpri, and tjiivr\ (cuirass, belly guard, and belt) together,
but their combination is purely poetic.8 The adjective is clearly fixed in an iteratutn for-

5 Leumann, Homerische Worter, 131-33, considers 7 On the Mycenaean cuirasse from Dendra, see
SaiSakeos but a variant of iro\vSalSa\o<s, itself a "Neue Funde von Dendra," AthMitt 82 (1967) 1-35,
possessive denominative from SaiSaXov, "work of pis. 2-17; H. Catling, "Panzer," and H. Branden-
art"; contra Chantraine, Dictionnaire itymologique, 246: burg, "Mitra," both in ArchHom. 1: E Kriegszvesen, 1,
"Une telle hypothese ne se laisse ni demontrer ni re- 127-28; 1, 74-80, 96-100; and cf. Catling, "A Bronze
futer," although he advocates a denominative mor- Plate from a Scale Corslet Found at Mycenae," AA 85
phology. (1970) 441-49. See subsequent discussion with nn.

6 M. Parry, L'epithete traditionelle dans Hom&re (Paris, 15ff., on Kinyras and the cuirass of Agamemnon.
1928); and J. Hainsworth, The Flexibility of the Homeric 8 H. Brandenburg, "Mitra-Zoma-Zoster," in
Formula (Oxford, 1972), for these terms. ArchHom I: E. Kriegswesen 1, 119-25, 142-43, on the
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mulaic for signaling a hero's proximity to death: "Despite the excellent workmanship of
his armor, it failed to keep an arrow from his body, but prevented a fatal wound." For
in all five passages, the hero is rescued from death. The Trojans save themselves: Paris
avoids the spear of Menelaos through agility (eKkivdr), "turned aside") and Hektor es-
capes a thrust by Ajax (7.252). The Greeks, in contrast, are saved by Athena: Menelaos
is wounded, despite the protection of a £wcrTf}pos 8ai8a\eoio, "elaborate belt") and a
fivrpt} (sp/cos diKovrwv, "barrier against spears") in addition to his Owpiqj; vo\v8ai8a-
Xos, "much-decorated cuirass," but his skin is only grazed by the arrow, averted by the
goddess to his most heavily protected part. As he assures his brother (4.184-87), vari-
ous components of his armor saved him, and this time the ^warrip is praised as TTOLV-
aiokos, "all-glittering," the fiiTpj) as the work of skilled craftsmen (xaX/oje? Kafwv av-
8pe<;: "bronze-workers made it"), without a repetition of 8ai8dX.eos. Likewise,
Odysseus skins his ribs on the spear of Sokos (11.437), but Athena keeps the weapon
away from his vulnerable internal organs, his eyKara.

The fifth floipT/^ in the Iliad described as SmSakeos does not protect in battle: the
armor of Diomedes is coveted by Hektor as a work of Hephaistos (8.195),

Saidakeov dcopr)Ka, TOP "H<paioros KCtfiE TBVX(OP,

the elaborate cuirass, which Hephaistos made, working it,

before the Trojan hero embarks on the rampage that recalls Patroklos into battle. Posi-
tion and epithet for this dwpTji; also distinguish it from those described in battle, and
the addition of the name of its maker, the god Hephaistos, gives it added prestige. As
in the praise of other epic finery (for example, the throne of Penelope in Odyssey 19.57),
the adjective SaiSdXeo? participates in a hierarchy of praise expressions where it is
subordinate to, but often linked with, the name of a craftsman.

These passages with cuirasses share special epic functions. They often follow or recall
the hero's arming scene, the prelude to his moment in battle, his dpioreia, and his
ritual preparation for KXSOS, the glory his performance earns him in epic poetry.9 The
adjective itself, ScuSdXeos, can reverberate in action as in the description of armor, as
if to reinforce those heroic qualities bestowed in arming scenes. Then, the iterata mark
a close brush with death, a particular form of K\eos, and are linked to related passages,
often with a twist of irony. In the case of Hektor, for example, an even more prestigious
suit of armor than the one he covets is eventually captured—that of Achilles, worn by

difficulty of reconciling epic terms for armor with re- such iterata in the Homeric poems, see Strasser, Ite-
alia. Fenik, Typical Battle Scenes in the Iliad, 73-74, 78- rata.
79,102-5, follows G. Murray, The Rise of the Greek Epic 9 For example, the arming of Paris at 3.330-38 is
(Oxford, 1934), 155-58, in analyzing the 8<j>pr\i; as succeeded by his evasion of a weapon at 3.358. On
originally appropriate only to Iliad 11.436 (Odysseus), arming scenes, see n. 10. See Nagy, Best of the
then attracted to similar moments involving other he- Achaeans, on the heroic values of KXEOS and apur-
roes whom it fits awkwardly. On the mechanics of rela.
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Patroklos (Iliad 17.125). While Hektor's wish is fulfilled beyond expectation, that capture
of armor costs him his life, and occasions the manufacture of a new outfit, the most
"daidalic" in all of epic poetry. Indeed, Hektor's very boast, addressed to his horses, is
returned in 17.448, where Zeus consoles the mourning horses of Achilles that their ap-
fiara 8ou8a\ea, "elaborate chariot-gear," will at least never carry Hektor. In this verbal
network, the adjective that glorified the prize sought by Hektor in Book 8 and awarded
him briefly with the slaying of Patroklos now describes the chariot that will drag his
corpse around his own city (22.395-99) and the tomb of Patroklos (24.14-22). In exam-
ining the qualities bestowed by SaiSdXsos, this first category reveals the word's char-
acteristic powers: it praises appearance but also signifies unexpected dangers. On a
modest scale, these examples anticipate the fuller ambiguity of a complete set of armor,
as explored in describing the armor of Achilles.

Other battle equipment praised as dai8d\ea includes the svrea (armor) of Aetion,
the father of Andromakhe slain by Achilles long before the siege of Troy but buried
with respect (6.418). The Cilician king received a proper hero's cremation burial "in all
his elaborate armor," avv evrea-L 8ai8akeourLv, crowned by a mound. This unusual
treatment of Andromakhe's father, in a world where slain enemies are abandoned to
dogs and birds on the battlefield (Iliad 1.4-5), contrasts gloomily with Achilles' initial
mutilation of her husband's corpse. Eventually, in Book 24, Hektor's body is restored
to his family and accorded proper burial, and the adjective at 6.418 helps qualify Achil-
les as the best of the Achaeans in social behavior as well as praising his armor and action
in battle. Achilles' conduct of the funeral games in Book 23 at the end of the epic, for
example, is characterized by respect for rank and social standing that represents a vivid
departure from his fx.T)vi<s behavior, and his return of the body in Book 24 completes his
reconciliation with contemporary social practices (see subsequent discussion with n.
37). Whether or not Andromakhe's narration of her father's funeral anticipates the end
of the Iliad through a single word, Aetion's armor is distinguished as 8ai8dA.eos even
after his death, or perhaps especially after winning K\EO<S from Achilles.

This heroic property of the adjective is manifest elsewhere in the Iliad, when elaborate
armor, "ScudaXea evrea," accompanies warriors at their moment of apiarela. Ido-
meneus of Crete and his henchman or Oeponrwv also appear ovv evrea-i houftaXsoicnv
in 13.331, as do both the Aiantes and the Salaminians in the same book (13.719). While
one could reduce this resemblance to the metrical fact that the phrase neatly fills a hex-
ameter after the caesura, the adjective surely distinguishes the heroes of the moment.
In the absence of Achilles, and with the wounding of Diomedes, Odysseus, and Aga-
memnon, it is Idomeneus, roused by Poseidon (13.210), and the two Aiantes (14.508-
22) who ward off the Trojans from the Greek ships. Moreover, the first adjective reca-
pitulates a recent and special arming process (254-305), when Meriones comes to fetch
a spear to replace one broken in battle. The second use of SaiSdXeos for the Aiantes
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highlights armor all the more elaborate as their companions, the Lokrians, appear as
bowmen alone (712-18).

Far more vivid is the praise lavished on the armor of Agamemnon as a prelude to his
entry into battle.10 As he assembles his gear for battle, every item of his bronze outfit
(vtopoty xaA.Ko?) is described in loving detail as befits a hero embarking on his a
(Iliad 11.15-46; cf. 3.331). While a simple hexameter line attaches his greaves,

irpona irepl Kvr)fLj)<riv edr)KE,

and first he placed his greaves around his shins,

it is augmented by an extra line of embellishment:11

KaXds, apyvpeouriv em,(T<pvpLoi<s apapvlas.

beautiful [greaves], fastened with silver ankle-points.

Next he dons his d<aprig, again in one plain hexameter but followed by a praise line
that reminds us that it is a gewriios or guest gift from Kinyras, king of Cyprus. For the
/j.eya KXEOS of the Trojan expedition had apparently reached Cyprus, whose king sent
this military contribution, as it were, to the leader of the Greeks. The historicity of this
figure is largely confirmed by the archaeological evidence for the dap-rig, described in
lavish detail. It features a series of bands called olfioi, a hapax legomenon in epic poetry.
Ten are of dark blue KVOLVOS (cobalt, lapis lazuli, or blue paste), twelve are of gold, and
twenty of "cassiterite" or tin, that metal essential to bronze technology and Aegean
prehistory.12 Three snakes of /cvavos crown the corslet around its neck and are com-
pared to the rainbows of Zeus, "wonder of mortal men" (repots fieponcov av6p(bira>v).
Agamemnon then proceeds to don his next item, a sword worn from a shoulder strap
(apApi wfioiaiv), studded with gold nails, as is its silver sheath. Next and most glam-
orous is his shield, whereupon the poet invokes Tro\v8ai8a\o? to do justice to its qual-
ities and dovpis ("breathing") to give it life. Three lines describe precisely what makes
it beautiful (Kctkrj). Ten bronze circles, twenty tin bosses surround a central one of
Kvavo<s, and the crowning touch is a Gorgon, whose ferocious visage (jSXocrupwm?, an-

10 On arming scenes, see Arend, Typische Szenen, val idea . . . describing a noun found in the foregoing
92-98, J. I. Armstrong, "The Arming Motif in the II- verse" (Making of Homeric Verse, 255).
iad," AJP 79 (1958) 337-54; Nagler, Spontaneity and 12 On icvavos and its Linear B counterpart, ku-wa-
Tradition, 117-19, on the structural significance of no, see R. Halleaux, "Lapis-lazuli, azurite ou pate de
such purely ornamental passages, including "brief verre? A propos de kuwano et kuwanowoko dans les
arming scenes in which a traditional epithet is the tablettes myceniennes," SMEA 9 (1969) 47-66; on
only explicit allomorph of the all-important charis el- lapis lazuli in the Bronze Age, including Cypriote in-
ement." dustries (glyptic), see E. Porada, "The Cylinder Seals

11 This technique was described by Parry as "un- Found at Thebes in Boeotia," AfO 28 (1981) 6-8. Also
periodic enjambement"; "the addition of an adjecti- see Chapter 5.
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other hapax word), flanked by Fear and Terror, blaze from the center of the shield. Even
the strap supporting this splendor is of silver with a cobalt snake with three heads.
Finally, Agamemnon sets on his leather helmet, four-crested and horsetail-plumed, and
grabs his two bronze spears. This spectacle inspires the applause of the gods in the form
of thunder sent by Athena and Hera, as if visual splendor spilled over into sound and
nature responded to human awe.13

This magnificent passage was long considered an interpolation, and its fabulous ar-
mor an anachronism, to excuse the singular appearance of Cyprus (never elsewhere in
the Iliad) as well as its linguistic peculiarities (ol/ttoi) and technical anticipations (the
Gorgon).14 Recent discoveries and scholarship have happily reconciled the passage with
its immediate context and the rest of the poem. Kinyras plausibly represents the wealth
and power of a Levantine king (his name has Semitic roots) in Late Bronze Age Cyprus,
his gift an example of royal exchange of precious objects current in the ancient Mediter-
ranean.15 In commenting on this passage, Eustathius says that Kinyras promised fifty
vessels to Agamemnon, but only sent one, the rest in clay (doTpctKtvq) or6A(j>), perhaps
a reflection of Late Bronze Age ceramic trade with the Aegean carried by ships like those
discovered at Cape Gelidonya and Kas in Lykia (see Chapter 5). Plate fragments from
genuine scale corslets, which the description in the Iliad implies, have turned up on
Greek sites (see n. 7) and point to the occasional capture or bequest of a type of armor
more familiar in the Near East. The gift of Kinyras recalls, in particular, the gold corslet
and pectoral worn by Tutankhamon in his tomb, but the plate-corslet type represented
in Greek finds has relatives in Cyprus and North Syria, where a workshop has been
postulated.16 The one worn by Agamemnon suggests that Near Eastern versions of such
armor reached the Aegean, perhaps even through royal exchange, via the Levant and
Cyprus.17 Unlike the tin and lapis lazuli on his shield, the cuirass could have been a
diplomatic gift or booty. What embellishes this passage is the role of the Near East as a

13 Compare this climax to the arming of Achilles (11- W. Ventzke, "Der Schuppenpanzer von Kamid el-
iad 19.386—quoted subsequently in the text), where Loz," in Kamid el-Loz 1977-81, ed. R. Hachmann,
the hero's armor actually lifts him off the ground, in Saarbriicker Beitrage zur Altertumswissenschaft 36
a moment of metaphor become reality. (Bonn, 1986), 161-82, cites (p. 182) V. Maag's article,

14 For traditional rejections, see Leaf and Bayfield's "Syrien-Palastina," in Kunstgeschichte des alien Orient,
commentary on this Hne and Lorimer, Homer and the ed. H. Schmokel, (Stuttgart, 1961), 447-604, esp.
Monuments, 208; its authenticity is defended by 500-501, for an armorer-workshop in Damascus
Catling, in ArchHom 1: E. Kriegswesen, 1, 78-79. which still supplied Neo-Assyrian royal kings. Cf.

15 C. Baurain, "Kinyras. La fin de 1' Age du Bronze Figure 25, made in Damascus and found in Greece:
a Chypre et la tradition antique," BCH104 (1980) 277- Chapter 5, n. 192.
308; "Kivvpas et Kspa^o?. Remarques a propos de 17 Catling, AA 85 (1970) 441-49. Cf. an archaic be-
Pline, Hist. Nat. VII, 195 et d'Homere, lliade 5. 387," quest of Oriental armor: M.-Th. Picard, "Le 'thorake'
AntClass 50 (1981) 23-37. Pliny claims the same fig- d'Amasis," in Hommages a Deonna, Collection Latomus
ate invented tegulas, which Baurain connects with 28 (Brussels, 1957), 363-70.; E. D. Francis and
copper mining in Cyprus rather than roof tiles. M. Vickers, "Amasis and Lindos," BICS 31 (1984)

16 U. Obrink, Hala Sultan Teke 5, SIMA 45: 5 (Gote- 125.
borg, 1979), 44, N 6000, for scales from Cyprus.
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source for glamorous objects, an aspect of the Greek attitude that is the subject of this
book.

An additional item of Agamemnon's battle outfit, neglected in this overture, is intro-
duced later in the same book (11.236): a £wcm)p iravaioXos, "girdle all aglitter," belting
the corslet around the body and, in fact, protecting the hero from the spear of Iphida-
mas in an encounter similar to those marked by the action of a 8ai8dXeos 0a>pi7£. Such
a belt not only reaffirms the Near Eastern connection but is conveniently illustrated by
a corslet represented on a richly decorated ivory gaming box from Enkomi in Cyprus.18

Thus elements of Agamemnon's entire outfit could allude to a Near Eastern ensemble,
a royal gift from the Levant enshrined in the poetic tradition and embellished by a re-
cent Greek innovation, the Gorgon.

This dazzling outfit, fit for a king and the leader of the Greeks, closes the repertoire
of ScuSdXeos armor in the Iliad by introducing the most glamorous description of all,
that of the "best of the Achaeans," Achilles himself. In his case, the request, manufac-
ture, description, arming, and activity of the ensemble dazzle with the entire spectrum
of forms of 8ai8aX- words, culminating in the introduction of Daidalos himself.

Thetis arrives at the house of Hephaistos, built of bronze by the craftsman-god, and
finds him making twenty tripods with golden wheels attached to their feet (18.372-79):

rbv 8' evp' ibpoiovra. e\ur(r6fj.evov irepi ipucras,
(Tirevdovra- rpiTroSa? yap kelKocri Trairas erev^ev
eoTotfievai irepi TOIXOV kvoraOsos fueydpow
Xpvcrea Se crip' VTTO KVKXCI eKaorcj) irvOfievi OT)KEV,

(uppa oi avTOfiaroi, delov Svcraiar' ayoiva
7JS' awn? irpo<s 8o)fia veoiaro, docvfia iSea-Oai.
ol 8' TJTOJ. Tocrcrov fj.ev s\ov Tekos, ovara 8' ov iro)
SaiSdXea irpoo-eKEiro- rd 8' riprve, KOVTB 8e 8ccr/u,ov5.

She found him sweating, whirling around the bellows,
hard at work. For he was making twenty tripods, all
to stand around the broad megaron, against the wall.
And he placed gold wheels beneath each base,
for them to enter the divine assembly on their own,
and return back home, a wonder to behold.
But these were not yet finished, for he had not yet attached
their elaborate handles. He kept working at them, forging the links.

18 F. Vanderabeele, "Some Aspects of Chariot-Rep- cepted by Baurain, BCH 104 [1980]). Brandenburg,
resentations in the Late Bronze Age in Cyprus," "Mitra-Zoma-Zoster," in ArchHom. 1: E. Krkgswesen
RDAC (1977) 103-4, pi. XXIV:2 (rejected by Catling, 1, 119-25, 142-43.
AA 85 [1970] 448, as "equivocal evidence" but ac-
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Form and technique of these marvelous creations have long been compared with Cyp-
riote bronze wheeled stands, widely distributed in the Mediterranean and long-lived.19

The continuity of their workshop traditions makes attempts to "date" their appearance
in the epic tradition on the basis of archaeological evidence perilous, or at least dis-
puted.20 Their poetic description in Homer closely resembles the Biblical account of Hi-
ram's Phoenician bronze stands for King Solomon (1 Kings 7.27). Like the cuirass from
Kinyras, these tripods illustrate the convergence between Homeric and Levantine (in
this case, Canaanite and Phoenician) culture to be explored in Part II. For the poet, the
wheels lend magic to their burden by making the tripods avrofiaToi, "self-moved," as
if filled with invisible life, which enables them to come and go before the gods.21 Thetis
arrives before the final embellishment of these marvels: the attachment of their bronze
handles, still in preparation at the forge while the rivets are being manufactured. Even
in this unfinished state the handles are 8ai8dA.ea, as if the poet anticipates their final
effect and praises them at the very moment of their manufacture.

Hephaistos gladly interrupts his work to welcome Thetis and invites her in for hos-
pitality, gsivia, beginning with a seat of honor on a throne studded with silver nails,
KOKOV SaiSakiov, and places a footstool beneath her feet, VTTO Se 0pi\w<; iroalv r\ev,
as suits a goddess or woman of special rank (cf. Homeric Hymn to Demeter 190-96). The
same special reception accompanies the seating of Penelope, Eurykleia, and Circe in the
Odyssey (below, pp. 22f.) with lines identical to Iliad 18.389-90.

Implicit in this gracious reception of the goddess is the promise that Hephaistos will
agree to make her son a new suit of armor, and hence save the Greeks. And indeed
Hephaistos immediately responds to her plea for help by recalling the source of his
obligation to her. Years earlier, Thetis rescued him after his rejection and injury at
Hera's hands, and installed him as an apprentice to herself and her sister in a sea cave.
For nine years, Hephaistos produced many baibaka: pins, necklaces, spiral and floral
designs. In gratitude for this refuge and training, the master craftsman is eager to re-
ward her with faaypux. He puts away his tools and approaches his guest, attended by
marvelous afupiiroXoi or handmaidens,

Xpvareiai, ^wflcri vei\vi<Tiv eioiicviai.

TTJ5 hv (lev t>6os eo-ri. nera. ippeaiv, ev 8e Kal ai>8r)

Ken <T0BVOS aOavdroiv Se Oeoyv atro epya Xcracriv.

19 U. Jantzen and R. Tolle, in ArchHom II: P. Haus- (1984), 69-91; contra H. Matthaus, in Problems in Greek
rat, 76, fig. 14a; H. W. Catling, Cypriote Bronzework Prehistory, 285-300; Muhly, in Bronze-working Centres
and the Mycenaean World (Oxford 1964), 207, n. 35, pi. of Western Asia, 333-37.
36a. 21 Faraone, GRBS 28 (1987) 257-80; see Chapter 8,

20 Negbi, Tel Aviv (1974) 159-72; articles by Helzer on magic and art.
and Lagarce, in Studi Fenici e Punici; Catling, RDAC
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golden, just like living creatures.
In them is mind and wits, in them too a voice
and strength, and they know the deeds of the immortal gods.

Surely these creatures are magic, like Hephaistos's tripods and his dogs in the palace
of Alkinoos (Odyssey 7. 91-94; see n. 21 and also Chapter 8). Made of gold, yet able to
move rapidly (pwovro) like living maidens, they are further endowed with voo<>, av8r),
crOevo<;—mind, voice, and strength, the three senses vital to early Greeks and taught to
them by the gods.22 They are both attendants and creations of the smith-god, magic in
a way only possible in an Olympic setting, but marvels in a way only visible to mortal
eyes. Their specific services for Hephaistos are unclear: they almost carry him as they
glide along effortlessly, as if his very presence, if not his craftsmanship, endows art with
life. Their poetic descendants include Pandora (discussed at the end of this chapter) and
their heritage encourages the characterization of the work of Daidalos.

In answer to her hosf s inquiry, Thetis launches into a long lament of her troubles,
leading up to her request for a new suit of armor for her son, his last outfit in life.
Hephaistos comforts her and returns at once to the fire to forge the armor. The entire
passage recalls vividly the Ugaritic myth where Kothar-wa-Hasis, the Canaanite crafts-
man-god and metallurgist, works gold and silver for Lady Athirat of the Sea in the Epic
of Baal. The convergences between these two passages and their historical context will
be explored in Chapter 4, after the Greek tradition has been analyzed.

The materials are first to claim poetic attention—bronze, tin, gold, and silver—then
the tools (anvil, hammer, forge), source of as much wonder in prehistoric society as
precious metals. Then the poet concentrates on the fruits of this equipment. First and
finest to be made is the shield itself, in a line ending in praise of its size and power,
fieya re cnifiapov re. One might expect a second praise-line beginning with the famil-
iar Kakov 8ai8dksov ("beautiful and elaborate") but no familiar adjective apparently
sufficed to compliment this creation. Instead the poet makes rare recourse to the verb
form by describing the smith-god as "crafting in all ways," iravroae 8ai8ak\<ov. This
form, the present participle, is the only form of the verb, *8ai8d\k<o, presumably "to
craft or make elaborate," in epic poetry and appears only once elsewhere, in an equally
remarkable passage on the bed of Odysseus and Penelope (Odyssey 23.200). Morpholog-
ically, it is an artificial form inspired by analogy and not used in spoken language,
meaningless outside poetry.23 Like its counterpart in the Odyssey, it denotes technical
activity involving the combination of precious materials (in the Odyssey, gold, silver, and

22 J. Bremmer, The Early Greek Concept of the Soul mann's definition of poetic words (Homerische Worter,
(Princeton 1983), 53-63, on voo<s and other compo- 15ff., 321ff., and 133, on the problematic 8ai-
nents of the soul. 8a\ka>v).

23 Parry, Making of Homeric Verse, 339; cf. Leu-
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ivory) without invoking a specific industry: inlaid woodwork is more appropriate for
the bed in Ithaka, metal inlay in the Iliad. Its effect is busy, even fussy, but vague, and
the primary impact of this verb is narrative, not technical.

This conspicuous use of the rare verb is followed closely (18. 482) by the noun, re-
peating the phrase used by Hephaistos himself in his autobiography (cf. 18.400): iroiei
daidaka irokka iSuiflcri Trpairibecraiv ("he made many daidala, with his clever skills").
Even within a short passage, the same noun is equally appropriate to armor and jew-
elry, as if a measure of the same artisf s skill rather than a reflection of common tech-
nical properties. Here, the noun serves as preamble to a detailed description of the
subjects depicted on the shield, occupying the next 127 hexameter lines.

Few passages in the Homeric corpus have attracted as much modern speculation on
art and civilization in early Greece. Archaeological reconstructions of the shield were
common in scholarship and were once included in modern commentaries, with at-
tempts to reconcile its description with Mycenaean realia.24 In all likelihood, no such
shield ever protected either a Mycenaean or Geometric warrior; its decoration is imag-
ined by the poet, although it incorporates images from art and daily life into a poetic
vision of the Greek world, a true microcosm. The daidaka wrought by Hephaistos be-
gin with Nature (18.483-89) and end with it (18.606-7): the great river Okeanos,
"boundary of the world" (earxarov yaias), encircles the shield, and all the heavenly
bodies and constellations blaze on it (483-88). Within these limits the poet stages a cul-
tural panorama that still serves as the most important vision of early Greek civilization.

Two cities represent the Greek world, one at war, the other enjoying the fruits of
peace—the cycle of harvest and festivals, harmony and dispute. The city at war is under
siege by a divided enemy. An ambush is planned and executed, lead by Ares and
Athena, a golden pair, Kakw KOI fj.eya.ka>, "beautiful and big," but the narrative stops
short of the battle's outcome, much as does the Iliad. Gentler scenes of civilized life
succeed this carnage: a field under plough, another being harvested for its royal owner,
a vineyard with its grape pickers, a herd of oxen, and a meadow with its sheepfolds.
Only one violent scene disrupts the peace, when two lions attack an ox from the herd
in a moment more inspired by art than life. The poet dwells with affection on these
pastoral scenes, the rewards of war and ambush for the Greeks besieging Troy that
anticipate the Odyssey and a welcome return to home.

It is the finale of this ode to the good life that invokes the persona of Daidalos before
the poet closes his description with its circumference, Okeanos. The last scene on the
shield to be described is a dance performed by young men and women in linen gar-

24 Fittschen, ArchHom II: N. Bildkunst, 1, summa- P. R. Hardie, "Imago Mundi: Cosmological and Ideo-
rizes scholarship and archaeological evidence, du logical Aspects of the Shield of Achilles," JHS 105
Bois, History, Rhetorical Description and the Epic, chap. (1985) 11-13.
1, on the manufacture of the shield as an ekphrasis.
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ments, the girls in garlands and the youths sporting daggers. A crowd watches their
skillful performance, led by two acrobats. In introducing this spectacle, the poet reaches
for a simile and enters the legendary past:

kv 8e xp p fp
T4> IKE\OV, olov TTOT' kvi KVOLHTU) Bvpeij)

Aat'SaAo? •JJOT/CTJCTC

And on it the renowned, ambidextrous artist inlaid a dance,
like the one which once in broad Knossos
Daidalos crafted for Ariadne of the lovely hair.

The artisf s appearance is sponsored by an unusual coincidence of poetic choices and
eliminations. The verb TTOIKIWS is produced after exhausting the repertoire of verbs
appropriate to the craftsmanship of Hephaistos: ETsvge, TTOITJO-S, eriflei ("he con-
structed, made, placed"), even that last resort (albeit used first in the description), 8m-
Sdkkav, for which a finite form (8ai8a\ks?) may have been too bold. Instead the poet
here tries a hapax form, TTOIKIXXS ("ornamented"), and follows the "plain" line with a
praise line, this time a simile as a climax to his laudation. In turning to that versatile
root, 8m8a\-, the poet discovers that all its syntactical possibilities had been exhausted
in the preceding episode, since Thetis arrived chez Hephaistos: adjectives first (lines
379, 390), then nouns (400, 482), and even the verb (478). All that was left was a person-
ification, and the eponymous craftsman here found his poetic and professional entry
into the Greek imagination.

Thus Daidalos enters the poem, and with it the Greek tradition, almost by accident,
when simile relieves metaphor and a personification provides an alternative to other
prolific cognates. Such a poetic occasion, if not this very one, accounts for his debut; his
emergence is clearly a function of poetic variations on a root relevant to the praise of
art. Had other epic descriptions of art survived in as long and elaborate a form as that
in Iliad 18, Daidalos might have appeared on multiple occasions, if one can extrapolate
from his Iliad debut to similar contexts in lost poems.25

In Iliad 18, this figure is made historical and plausible by two associations with Crete:
the locale of his artistry, "wide Knossos," and his patroness, Ariadne. The artist's own
nationality is not specified: one assumes that he is Cretan, but later readers took advan-
tage of the imprecision in the allusion to repatriate him to locales like Athens (see Part
III). Ancient commentators, familiar with the "historical" sculptor, expressed conster-

25 Hoekstra, Epic Verse before Homer, 58-59, sees wirkungen"; W. Ingalls, "Linguistic and Formular In-
such "signifying names" for craftsmen as the inven- novations in the Mythological Digressions in the II-
tion of individual poets; Leumann, Homerische iad," Phoenix 36 (1982) 201-2.
Worter, 15-17 on Homeric "Neubildung and Nach-
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nation "that a god imitates a mortal" and even attempted various emendations to re-
verse the compliment, and have the mortal imitate the god.26

As to what precisely Daidalos made for Ariadne, context assures only that it must be
a xopos comparable with that depicted by Hephaistos, if only in quality. Readers since
antiquity have made him an architect, sculptor, or choreographer on the basis of this
passage and its possible interpretations, beginning in the scholia. To begin with, the
verb a<rKE<o is imprecise, if ornate. It usually supplements other verbs of manufacturing,
such as reux&> or apapiaKO), as a participle emphasizing such careful craftsmanship as
went into the bow of Pandaros (Iliad 4.110), or the famous bed made by Odysseus (Od-
yssey 23.198). It only appears twice as a finite verb, once in this passage and again in
the Iliad (23.743) to describe the Sidonian manufacture of a golden mixing bowl. Most
of these contexts involve metalwork or woodwork, but once it describes Athena's hand-
iwork on the gown worn by Hera for seducing Zeus (Iliad 14.179). A similar distribution
between metals and textiles, worked by men and women, respectively, marks the use
of this word as an agent noun in Mycenaean Greek.27

Strictly within epic terms, x°P°? can be both an actual dancing floor, like the one
prepared by the Phaiakians (Odyssey 8.260) or the dance itself, a few lines later (8.264)
or, according to the meanings of aaKea) and the xopos it resembles on the shield, a
representation of a dance. Pausanias accepted as the work of Daidalos a marble relief
shown to him at Knossos (9.40.3), presumably a Neo-Attic work with dancing figures,
while the epic description seems to have suggested a painting to Philostratos and Ver-
gil.28 For many, the architectural implications of this description have dominated inter-
pretation and encouraged the view of Daidalos as architect. This interpretation began
in antiquity, when scholiasts made \op6? a place (TOTTOS), complete with columns and
statues arranged in a circle.29 Most recently, circular structures of the Late Minoan pe-
riod newly discovered at Knossos have been identified as the x°P°? of Daidalos,30 but
there is no reason it need be round (the earliest round orchestra in Greece, in the theater
at Epidauros, dates from around 300 B.C.), and Daidalos is not necessarily an architect
until the late classical period. Whatever the precise form intended by the poet, unlike

26 Thus Nicanor wonders TTOIS 6 0e6s fiifielTai TOP loquium Mycenaeum, 91 n. 15, 99 n. 44.
avdpwnov (in Venetus Graecus 822: Erbse, Scholia a Frontisi-Ducroux, Dedale, 136 n. 8, for various
Graeca in Homeri Modern, 4:564-65) and decides that ancient views.
the works of Daidalos were more familiar to poet and s Scholia at 18.590 (from Venetus Graecus 822, and
audience than those of the god: 'H<paio~rov iiev yap the Townley manuscript): Erbse, Scholia Graeca in
hpyov ovSeis elSev m&irore, AaiSdXov Se irokKovs Homeri lliadem, 4:561. The adverb ev6a suggests a
TroWa elicos ewpaxevai. place, e.g., where people can dance. Cf. Becatti,

27 A-ke-te and a-ke-ti-ri-ja in Linear B are discussed RomMitt 60-61 (1953-1954) 25-28; G. Pugliese Cara-
by Canciani, ArchHom II: N. 2, 94; Bildkunst, cf. telli, "Minos e Cocalos," Kokalos 2 (1956) 89-103, esp.
A. Morpurgo Davies, "Terminology of Power and 100-103.
Terminology of Work in Greek and Linear B," in Col- x Warren, BSA 79 (1984) 307-24.
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other works of art qualified as 8ai8akso<; or 8aL8a\a in epic poetry, the one work
attributed to Daidalos himself is accompanied by almost no technical information or
indication of materials. Yet these brief and ambiguous verses are the source of all Greek
speculation about the nature and activity of Daidalos.

The poet has not finished with his encomium of the armor, or its 8at8ak- qualities.
The shield completed and encircled by Okeanos, Hephaistos continues with a shining
0a>pT}£ and a helmet, Kaktqp 8cu8aker)v (18.612) and with a golden crest; finally, greaves
of tin (18.613). Thetis receives the gift with delight and carries it to her son in the Greek
camp; when she dumps it before him on the ground (19.13), "all the daidala clanged
aloud": TO. 8' avefipaxe 8al8aka navTa. AaiSaXa is a fitting collective noun to en-
hance components praised individually as SaiSdXeos or 8aC8aka, and its aural rever-
beration resembles the rumble of thunder inspired by the arming of Agamemnon (Iliad
11.45-46). Moreover, Achilles appreciates his new outfit for the same qualities (19.19):

avrap evel ippecriv •pert TerdpneTO 8al8a\a kevcrcrwv,

and he delighted in his heart, beholding the daidala,

a phrase that celebrates his grim joy and return to battle.31

The brilliant armor shines on in action as in its creation, and catches the poet's atten-
tion with a 8m8ak- epithet twice more in the Iliad. The actual arming of Achilles
(19.369-91) attracts the traditional vocabulary of praise preliminary to a hero's apicr-
rela. The shield itself, blazing light like a beacon fire for sailors, is Kakbs 8ai8akeo<; as
if to recall the long and elaborate description of the previous book, liberally sprinkled
with the adjective and its cognates. At the climax of this arming scene, after Achilles
puts on his helmet, an extraordinary effect takes place (19.386):

T<jj 8 ' EVTE Trrepa yiyver', aeipe 8e iroifjLBva katiyv.

And then [as if] wings grew on him, and lifted up the shepherd of the people.

Wearing all five pieces of his new and magic armor, the hero is literally levitated up-
ward "as if on wings," in a moment of metaphor become reality. This imagined event,
acceptable within poetry, bestows great powers on "daidalic" art and Daidalos, who is
eventually credited with the invention of wings. In fact, this poetic vision could well
have encouraged the legend that gave Daidalos man's first flight (see Chapter 6). If
Hephaistos made a suit of armor that mobilized the hero, Achilles, with imaginary
wings, it is not surprising that the manufacture of wings by Daidalos, who appears in

31 Philipp, Tektonon Daidala, 11, claims this is the Nagler, Spontaneity and Tradition, 178 n. 17, on the
only passage where a character in the Iliad takes ex- hero's return to battle,
plicit delight in a work of art (as in Odyssey 5.73-74);
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the same epic context, borrows from the imagery of the hoplopoiia. Scenes of the manu-
facture of the shield of Achilles, with the figures of Thetis and Hephaistos (Figures 1,
2), become a model for the figures of Daidalos and Ikaros, as Greek reliefs and their
Roman copies. My reading of this line in the Iliad suggests that the miracle of winged
works of art is transferred to the creation itself, as if this line contributed to the tradition
that Daidalos, shadowy Doppelganger to the epic craftsman-god, made wings himself. In
the most fantastic scene of craftmanship in early Greek art (Figures 13, 14), craftsmen,
attendant figures, the god giving birth, and the work of art itself—the armed figure
springing from the head of the god—are all wearing wings. The hexameter line where
wings grow on the armor of Achilles and bear him aloft participates in this tradition,
both poetic and visual, where wings characterize divine and magic qualities, and even-
tually the means of flight itself becomes the object of a legend of manufacture (see
Chapter 6).

After this metaphysical response to the armed hero, Achilles picks up a last weapon:
his ashen spear, the legacy of Pelias and Cheiron. This is the only weapon not borne
into battle by Patroklos in the guise of Achilles; it is also the weapon that delivers death
to Hektor (22.317-19), as well as the most significant attribute of Achilles.32 At a second
critical occasion after Book 18, just before the final confrontation and death of Hektor,
the power of the shield is summoned, as if in exhortation, with both simile and epithet
(22.312-15):

6pfji.i]dT) 8 ' 'A^iXevs, fieveos 8 ' e/HTrXijcraro dvfiibv
aypiov, trpoa-Oev 8k <T6LKO<; crrepvou) >ca\ui/»e
Kotkov 8ca8akeov, Kopvdi 8' eireveve ipaeivf)
reTpa<pakq>.

And Achilleus rose up, and his spirit was filled with wild
rage, and before him the shield hid his chest,
beautiful and elaborate, and he nodded his shining helmet
with its four crests.

Followed by the image of the spear of Achilles blazing like a star, in its final thrust
against Hektor, this is the last time the adjective 8at8d\eos attends armor in the Iliad.
It is retired from active duty, as it were, when Achilles retires from battle, and thereafter
only attends civilized attributes of the hero.

In retrospect, the Iliad's focus on Achilles is reflected in the poetic deployment of
vocabulary, including SaiSdkeos and its cognates. The greatest of the heroes receives
the greatest number of such praise words, but ultimately, outside the narrative frame-
work of the Iliad, his armor proves as treacherous as in those passages where it fails to

32 See R. S. Shannon, The Arms of Achilles and Ho- (Leiden, 1975).
meric Compositional Technique, Mnemosyne suppl. 36
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protect other heroes from weapons. For Achilles is felled by a wound in the ankle, un-
defended by any armor, and all the 8ai8a\a in the world cannot save him. In fact, his
armor outlives him but goes on to claim another hero in the suicide of Ajax. Thus an
ambiguous value is manifest for these "daidalic" words: glamorous but treacherous,
qualities borne out in all their appearances.33

But not only the armor of Achilles and his action while wearing it are marked by
significant uses of 8ai8dAeo?. In three other contexts outside of battle, his attributes are
distinguished by the epithet in a way that contributes to his heroic image, and the oc-
casions are auspicious. In his first appearance since the quarrel and his withdrawal in
Book 1, the embassy of Greeks finds the hero in his tent, playing a lyre, Kakri 8eu8aker),
with a silver bridge (9.187), a prize from the siege of Thebe, city of Andromakhe's fa-
ther. Evidently, when Achilles buried Eetion crvv evrecn 8ai8akeouriv, "in all his dae-
dalic armor," he did not neglect to claim his share of Theban wealth, like this lyre. With
this instrument, especially appropriate for a poet to praise, Achilles the hero has be-
come a singer, perhaps even his own poet laureate. For his subject is Kkea avSpwv, the
"fame of men" which makes epic poetry heroic and rewards warfare with the promise
of immortality. Achilles' performance is a credit to his childhood tutor, Phoinix, who
was instructed to teach Achilles "to be a speaker of words and a practitioner of deeds"
(Iliad 9.443): (ivOwv TE PTJTTJP' epevau irprjKrfjpa T' epywv. The term invoked by Phoi-
nix to describe the skills of the hero outside battle (PTJTTJP) appears only here in all of
epic poetry, and only after the renunciation of his wrath does Achilles actually become
a socially effective speaker (as in Book 23: see subsequent discussion). But only once
does the hero perform as a poet. Having refused epya, deeds of war, Achilles consoles
himself with stories about them (fivBoi), and contemplates his own future as a hero.34

His lyre, like his shield, is a window on the world where all this will be but poetry, as
in the extraordinary passage at the opening of Book 12.35

A second possession of Achilles is distinguished as SaiSdXeo? in a passage that for-
malizes, almost in ritual, the return of Patroklos into battle. In Iliad 16, Achilles reluc-
tantly agrees to allow his beloved companion to enter the battle in his stead and in his
armor. A powerful prayer to Zeus accompanies this decision, which sends Patroklos to
his death (16.220-25):

cnnap
/3fj p' i/xev es Kkurbqv, xr)\ov 8" 0:77-6 TTW/X' aveayye

33 Frontisi-Ducroux, Dedale, chap. 4, "Significations and Thought in Early Greek Poetry, 176-77, notes the
et valeurs," on their apotropaic and treacherous irony of consolation by singing with a lyre of past he-
properties, roic epya; Ford, "Early Greek Terms for Poetry," 74-

34 M. Rocchi, "La lira di Achilleus/' Studi Storico- 82, distinguishes Kkea avSpotv from aolSat.
Religiosi 4 (1980) 259-68; duBois, History, Rhetorical * R. Scodel, "The Achaean Wall and the Myth of
Description and the Epic, 18, includes "Achilles' harp" Destruction," HSCP 86 (1982) 33-50; Thalmann, Form
[sic] as "part of a system of daidala"; Thalmann, Form and Thought in Early Greek Poetry, 103-4.


